
FUND-RAISING IDEAS FOR NATIONAL SPECIALTIES 
These were suggestions from past conferences 

 
 

1. Special Sales Tables at the National 
 Consists of breed-related items not easily available to members.  Encourage club members to 
 purchase these special items in their travels and donate them to the Nationals. 
 
2. Small Items 
 a. Laminated luggage tags – purchase for $1.00/sell for $3.00 
 b. National Logo Pin – encourage members to start collecting 
 
3. Host Events at current National to raise monies for next year’s National 
 a. Breakfast, evening cocktail party, ice cream social 
 b. Wine and Cheese Party 
 
4. Wall of Fame 
 Sell space (with individual sheets of foam core) to members who wish to showcase their kennel 
 or highlight a specific dog with photos, pedigree, etc.  Determine a place the boards will be hung 
 or displayed (hospitality suite or banquet room).  Choose a place that will have a lot of traffic.  
 Do not place in the ballroom as you wouldn’t want these seen by your judge. 
 
5. Sell “I Made the Cut” t-shirts with the Specialty Logo. 
 
6. Reserve Ring-Side Seating 
 a. Pre-sell basic chairs that will have preferred seating at ring-side. 
 b. Pre-sell Director Chairs that have the Specialty Logo/purchaser’s kennel name printed on  
  the back. 
  (something to consider is whether the idea of ring-side seating is too elitist or will this 
  alienate some of your membership) 
 
7. Specialty Quilts 
 a. Furnish squares to regional clubs or individuals to furnish a design.  Have it put together 
  and raffle it off. 
 b. Collect old breed t-shirts, cut designs into squares to be put together for the front of the  
  quilt and raffle this off. 
 
8. Next Year’s Logo Contest 
 a. Designs submitted by members (basic charge per design $10.00-$20.00) 
 b. Have members vote on design ($1.00 - $2.00/vote) 
 
9. Photo Contest  
 Have a photo competition divided by class and judged by your show photographer.  Besides the 
 regular section there are special categories such as headshots, open class and whimsical class.  
 Entry fee of $3.00/photo with no limit as to number of entries.  Entries can be submitted before 
 hand or brought to the specialty. 
 
10.  State Baskets 
 To be raffled or auctioned.  Hold a contest for the best basket? 
 
11. Custom Throws and Pillows 



12. Dog Food Sponsorships 
 Usually limited to trophies, raffle prizes or gift bag items. 
 
13. Silent Auction/Live Auction 
 Have members donate items for the auction. 
 
14. National Raffle 
 Donated items and items donated by the show vendors.  Proceeds go to the National Fund. 
 
  



All You Ever Wanted to Know About Dingo Bingo! 
 
Dingo Bingo has been played at the Australian Cattle Dog Club of America, Inc. 
National  Specialties for over fifteen years. It is, by far, the most anticipated event of the 
week. It is a party atmosphere with people wearing silly hats, the Floridians bring their 
blow up palm trees and flamingos, etc. The game is played like any other bingo game, 
but we play for prizes, all of which are donated by the club members. Over the years 
even the prizes have become competitive with people going out of their way to bring 
great prizes. There are three levels of games, valued at $1.00, $5.00 and $10.00. Cards 
can be purchased by the game, or individuals can run their own tabs on the pads 
provided on each table. We have used this honor system successfully for many years 
and is easier than trying to sell cards every game. Everyone brings their own beverages 
and snacks.  
 
Setting up the tables. The tables are set up earlier in the day with like valued prizes for 
the various games. The tables are organized by game value and have many prizes on 
them for at least ten winners per game. Use gift bags to combine low priced prizes i.e. 
toys, key chains, bumper stickers, chewies, etc. to make one prize. These would be with 
other items on a $1.00 table. $5.00 tables might have shirts, crates, nice leads, etc. The 
last game of the night is a $10.00 Black Out game and the prize is always a week long 
stay at a suite at the host hotel at next year’s national. We have been successful at 
negotiating this room from the various hotels as a comp room.   
 
The amount of games played depends on the amount of prizes we have to work with.  
 
What you’ll need: 
 
1. Bingo cards, balls and roller (available at party rental stores) 
2. Grease board or easel mounted paper tablet, either large enough to be seen 

throughout the playing room 
3. Easel 
4. Paper pads and pencils for all tables 
5. Several gift bags 
6. Tables and chairs for players 
7. A PA can be helpful. 
 
Who you need: 
 
1. A Dingo Bingo Chairman to receive mailed prizes from people flying or from those 

that cannot attend. 
2. An enthusiastic and funny number caller. 
3. A number writer to verify cards. 
4. About four people to shuffle tables during the game, that can double as card sellers 

(these are often our club cowboys and yes, we have real cowboys at the Cattle Dog 
National). 

5. Several people to set up the tables with prizes earlier the day of the game. 



6. A person at the door to collect money from the tab sheets as players leave. 
 
How it’s played: 
 
1. All the players have their cards (most people play several cards at once). 
2. The dollar amount of the game is announced and an appropriate corresponding prize 

table is brought to the front of the room. The table is covered with prizes and carried 
with it’s cargo. 

3. The caller starts rolling the balls and calling out numbers, while the number writer 
keeps track of numbers called. 

4. Some lucky player gets a “Bingo” but in our game they are required to call out 
“Dingo!”  

5. The numbers are verified as a winner, and that person gets to go choose their prize 
off the table. 

6. The game does not stop while the prizes are being chosen. The numbers keep 
getting called until enough “Dingo” winners have claimed all the prizes. 

7. The players clear their cards and buy cards for the next game. 
8. The empty prize table is carried out, and a new full table is brought to the front of the 

room, the dollar amount for each card is announced and the another game starts 
again. 

9. Keep the game going fast and fun!  
10.  At the end of the game all players settle up their tabs with the person collecting 

at the door or with other designated people throughout the room. 
11.  At the very end all players stay to stack chairs, break down the tables and clean 

up. Even that is fun with everyone working and it goes very fast. 
 
Have fun!! 
 



EXHIBITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
This outline was written with the input and advice of Edmund Sledzic to be included in the 
Premium List of the Chinese Shar‐Pei Club of America. Having had problems with exhibitors at 
past National Specialties it was felt that specific, enforceable criteria needed to be established.  
 
 

 
 
 

EXHIBITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 

Introduction:  To insure the future use of facilities for dog shows, it is the goal of the Chinese Shar‐Pei 
Club of America, Inc. to maintain a show environment that is clean, safe and in keeping with AKC Rules 
and Regulations, as well as, any Hotel regulations and expectations. 
 
I. Waste Clean Up 
    A. Exercise dogs in designated areas only. 
    B. Keep dogs away from entrances, planters, etc. 
    C. Be prepared to clean up after dogs at all times. 
 
II. Consequences 

A. Anyone observed not cleaning up after their dogs will be brought before the Board of Directors. 
 
Hotel 

• All exhibitors are required to abide by the regulations and expectations set forth by the AKC and 
the host Hotel. 

• Any exhibitor found in violation of the regulations and expectations of the AKC and the host 
Hotel will be asked to check out immediately and will be subject to appropriate discipline. 

 
Conclusion:  In order that the health and welfare of all dogs and exhibitors be protected, it is the 
imperative that clear, concise rules be established and followed. As the show committee, we need to set 
forth the rules and be prepared to enforce them. 
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Financial Impact Information from the Chinese Shar-Pei Club of America, Inc. 
 

For our purposes the definition of “financial impact” means: the money that is left behind in a city as a direct 
result of our organizations event held in that city.  In 2008 the CSPCA began asking our exhibitors and 
attendees at our National Specialty Show to fill out these Financial Impact Cards so our organization could get a 
documented estimate of the money we bring to a city by having our event located there. 
 
The CSPCA wanted to find out what our actual financial impact on a city is when we hold our National 
Specialty show there.  This could be used as a bargaining tool for hotel contracts, with the city council as 
information for legislative issues or any other of various uses. 
 
We passed out financial impact cards at our National Specialty Dog shows starting in 2008.  These cards are 
printed on card stock paper and are printed four (4) to a page.  Announcements are made through-out the week 
reminding people to fill out and return their cards.  We also put a mailing address on the back of the cards for 
those people that forget to return the card at the show. 

CSPCA Financial Impact Cards for 2008 Nationals 
Fort Mitchell, Kentucky 
Report submitted by Alice Fix 

 
Cards collected by one person that was in charge of being responsible for them.  Prizes were donated for raffle 
drawings from the returned cards.  We had cash prizes and a handmade show lead for the drawing. 

200 white cards printed, and handed out but only 64 returned.   There were 64 cards turned in out of 286 
attendees, which is about 22% participation. 

The exhibitors that filled out cards (64) spent $ 85,266.00 at local stores, restaurants and hotels in Fort Mitchell, 
Kentucky during the week.  The average spent by the attendees that filled out impact cards was $1,332.28 per 
attendee. 

The total number of attendees at the event was 286. 

286 attendees x $1,332.28 =  $380,952.00 estimated spent by attendees. 
Plus CSPCA expenses      $    9,100.00 
Estimated total of    $390,052.00 

 
When I separated out the expenses listed by the attendees into 3 categories: lodging, meals and shopping, I 
came up these averages per person.  Shopping includes area malls and shops, area veterinary clinics, pet food 
and supply stores. car repair businesses, filling stations, etc. 

Lodging-    $    550  
Meals-    $    255 
Shopping-   $    360 
Total   $ 1,165  average spent per exhibitor during the week. 
 

$1,165 x 286 exhibitors =    $ 333,190.00 
Plus CSPCA expenses            $     9,100.00 

For a total of     $ 342,290.00   spent in Fort Mitchell, KY 
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CSPCA Financial Impact Cards for 2009 Nationals 
Sheraton 4 Points 
Denver, Colorado 

September 29‐ October 3, 2009 
Report submitted by Alice Fix 

 
150  yellow cards printed, and handed out but only 33 returned.  There were a total of 153 exhibitors in 
attendence.  33 returned cards is 21.7 % participation.  (These figures do not include vendors, vets that attended 
the seminars, nor the people that attended the show without entering a dog.  It would be reasonable to estimate 
that the actual figures are more than reported here. 
 
Prizes were donated for raffle drawings from the returned cards.  We had cash prizes and a handmade show lead 
for the drawing. 
 
The exhibitors that filled out cards (33) spent $ 53,616 at local stores, restaurants and hotels in Denver, 
Colorado during the week.  The average spent by the attendees that filled out impact cards was $ 1,625 per 
attendee. 
 
To get an average, I divided the grand total in each category by 33 exhibitors which turned in their financial 
impact cards.   
 
Average spent on travel    $  424 
Average spent on hotel    $  695 
Average spent on Food    $  251 
Average spent on shopping   $  254 
 

Average spent per person      $ 1,625 
 
We had a total of 153 exhibitors, so I multiplied what the average exhibitor spend to get our total financial 
Impact. 

153 x $ 424 average travel expense     $    64,872 
153 x $695 average hotel         $ 106, 335 
153 x $ 251 average meals       $    38,403 
153 x $ 254 average shopping      $    38,862 
 
Average total spent for by all exhibitors      $  250,155 
Spent by the CSPCA                 $    47,694 
 
Total financial impact to Denver, CO      $ 297,849 
 
 
General Comments and Notes about Financial Impact Cards and Reports: 
 
Use colored card stock so that the cards are easily identified from other papers etc.  But be sure to use light 
colors so that the writing is easy to read.  Change the color of the cards each year. 
 
Print on the card the total of the room tax that includes the tax so that everyone uses the same room rate.  Many 
people did not include the price of the hotel room with the tax.  Tax is also an expense that you pay along with 
the hotel bill. 
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Have a supply of the cards at the catalog sales desk as well as with the show superintendent’s or 
information table. 
  
Cards should be passed out or be available at all banquets with an announcement asking people to please fill 
them out.  It could also be included in the welcome packet that you get when you check into the hotel or pick up 
the exhibitor’s bag. 
 
Door prizes were awarded at the end of the week by drawing cards from the stack of returned cards. 
 
It might be a good idea to make a decorated box to place the filled out cards in.  Should be easy to identify and 
locate.  Make frequent announcements about filling out the cards, and informing people as to where to turn their 
cards in. 
 
Print a mailing address on the back of the card so that anyone that forgets to fill it out at Nationals can mail it 
when they get home. 
 
I make a spreadsheet with all the information that is given on the card.  This information is kept private and is 
only used by the Board of Directors.  We do release to the entire club in our official publication the results that 
are listed earlier in this report. 
 
Do not forget to include your vendors and visitors in this program as well.  They also bring and spend money 
that would not necessarily been spent in the city without your event. 
 
Please remember to send a copy of your report to the hotel where your event was held.  Hotels can use this 
information as well in trying to influence city council decisions etc. 
 
Copy of our Financial Impact Card:   
This takes up ¼ of a letter size cardstock.  We paste two across on landscape and make a second copy of two 
underneath. 

 
Chinese Shar‐Pei Club of America, Inc. 
Responsible Dog Owner Financial Impact Statement 
9/27/09 ‐10/3/09 at the Sheraton‐4 Points, Denver, CO 

 
Name:_________________________________________________________________ 
Home Address:__________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Mode of Travel and Cost:_________________________________________________ 
Nights of Lodging _______ Total Cost for Hotel or Motor home ___________________ 
[Rooms ($114 db/kg) ($136 suite) per night including tax; Motor home fee $10/day] 
Number of meals in local area_________ Money spent on meals__________________ 
Times dined at hotel_________________  Times dined out_______________________ 
Additional Monies spent in area (gas, shopping, entertainment)____________________ 
Total combined Monies spent in local area:_________________________________ 
 

 
 

 
 



Review of 2 Contracts Club A Club B 

Rate $95 $90 

R.V. Parking $30 $30 

Set up fee $3,200 $3,200 

Dogs in room  $75 per  $45 up to 4 

Food & Bev Min. $25,000 $8,000 

Dumpster Fee $500 per wk. $250 per wk 

Cleaning Fee $250 per day $250 per wk

Min room nights 656 per wk 256 per wk 
$17,000 exposure on food 
$38,000 rooms 
$1500 Cleaning Fee  

$250 dumpster     Total exposure for club A  $56,750 

Club A took the first contract offered because they allowed 
inexperienced individuals to lock onto one property. Club B 
negotiated the figures you see but still walked away for a better 
value at another property.  



 
Road Runner Derby 

 
We had so much fun with this event last year, we decided to do it again. As a reminder, the 
event is designed to serve as a showcase for puppies and to increase the interest and 
participation of the observers. 
 
What is unique about this Stakes, you might ask? Ringsiders will be allowed to co‐sponsor the 
entries of their choice.  A chance to win money without feeding or picking up after your darling 
little bundle of fur...what an opportunity!! 
 
Date.................................. 
 
Registration...................................... 
 
Starting Time........................................... 
 
Classes: 6‐9 mos, 9‐12 mos,12‐15,  15‐18 mos dogs and bitches 
 
Entry Fee: $5.00. Entries made the day of show. 
 
Awards: Win, Place and Show in each class. Best in Show and Best Opposite Sex in Show. 
 
Prizes: Money for the winners and gifts for all handlers. 
 
Sponsors: $5.00 entry fee with no limit on sponsorships per dog. (i.e.: a sponsor might sponsor 
the same puppy five times for a fee of $25.00)  Each class will assemble in the ring and make 
one lap around the ring. Any final sponsorships must be filed within three (3) minutes of the lap 
and before the Judge for that class is announced. 
 
At the time of the above sponsorship of a puppy in a class, the sponsor may also choose to 
enter a separate pool backing an entry for Best in Show for $5.00 each. This pool will be divided 
solely amongst the sponsors of the Best in Sweeps puppy. 
 
Division of the purse: 15% of all to Best in Stakes handler and 10% of all to Best of Opposite in 
Stakes handler. Each class division: Win 40%. Place 20% and Show 15%. These will be divided 
equally amongst the handler and any sponsors. See example below: 
 
  Example: Let's say that eight puppies are entered in the 6‐9 mos dog class for a total of 
  $40 and twelve sponsors file fees of $60. The total entry fees for that class is $100.00. 
 



  Of that $100, $15 is set aside for BIS and $10 for BOS.  $75 remains to be divided with 
  40% ($40) going to Win, 20% ($20) going to Place, and 15% ($15) going to show. Let us 
  say that the winner has three sponsors. The handler and three sponsors would divide 
  the $40 first place money with each getting $10.The Place dog has no sponsors, in which 
  case the handler would get all $20. The 3rd place dog has one sponsor to handler and 
  sponsor would get $7.50 each. 
 
Judges:  The six judges will be: 1‐‐‐‐‐, 2‐‐‐‐‐, 3‐‐‐‐‐,4‐‐‐‐‐,5‐‐‐‐‐,6‐‐‐‐‐.  Each Judge will officiate one 
class. The Judges will gather at the ring and after each class makes their lap and sponsorships 
have been filed, the Judge for that class will be drawn randomly from the six names. Three 
judges of dogs will select Best Male and three judges of bitches will select Best Female. All six 
will select Best in Stakes and BOS.  All Judges will be qualified, but need not be licensed with 
AKC.   
 
Bets: Bets are made before the Judge is randomly drawn. 
 
Actual Judging:  Each class will be judged per normal accepted procedures, but with three 
placements instead of four. Group judging will be  independent and the judges will file their 
selection with the steward who will compile the choices and announce the winners. 
 
Final Comment: This is meant to be a novel, fun event, but still one in which the winners can 
take pride in their prestigious wins under six qualified judges. 
 
 
 
PEOPLE NEEDED: 

 3 people to calculate payoffs 
 3‐6 people to collect bets ‐ depends on the amount of participation 
 1 steward for the ring 
 2‐4 people to take registrations ‐ again, depends on participations (registrations can be 

taken also during the day's activities) 
 1 announcer 
 6 judges 

 
ITEMS TO HAVE ON HAND: 
 

 2‐3 calculators 
 3 tables ‐ 1 for ring ‐ 1 fo4r registrations ‐ 1 for calculations/payouts 
 6 reserved chairs for Judges at ringside 
 clipboards 
 enough armbands for both arms 
 rubber bands 
 pens 
 1 whiteboard for posting the results 



 about $300 in one‐dollar bills and a couple rolls of quarters for making change. (Round 
off winnings to the nearest quarter. 

 envelopes for bet pay offs ‐ experience has shown that it is easier to have envelopes 
with winner's names on them and put their winnings for the night in appropriate 
envelopes. Plus envelopes marked BIS, BOS and the Handler's name or Number for 
winnings.  

 T‐shirts made with a logo you decide to use. (We ordered 48 T‐shirts and sold out.) This 
is the only profit you will make. We also used the logo on armbands, the Judge's form, 
the entry form, and the betting slips. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Road Runner Derby Entry Form 

 
 

Name of Dog________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Owner(s)___________________________________________________________________ 

 
Handler____________________________________________________________________ 
 
AKC #_______________________________   Date of Birth______________________ 
 
 
Class Entered_________________________  Arm Band #_______________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sponsor______________________________         
  DETACH STUB                    
Puppy #__________________         
  Sponsor_________________ 
 
Sponsor Fee for Class (Circle One)        
  Puppy #_________________ 
 
$5  $10    $15      $20  Other $__________             
Amount $_______________    (Bid Increments $5) 
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Seminars for Veterinarians sponsored by the CSPCA 
 

This information can also be used for any local club that might want to sponsor a veterinarian seminar.  Some 
extra notes are included in case a local club wants to sponsor a stand alone seminar. 

 
Things to think about: 
You need to decide if you are going to have just a straight lecture seminar or if you would like to provide lunch 
with the seminar.  If you provide lunch, do you want to cover the cost or are you going to charge the attendees? 
Usually if you are buying meals, there is no charge for the room.  If you are not serving lunch or dinner then 
there might be a charge for the room use. 
 
Choosing a Location: 
In most instances the location will be in a room at the hotel where Nationals is being held.  You need to discuss 
this with the Dog Club President and the Nationals Show Chairman.  Sometimes the cost would make it more 
reasonable to hold the seminar at an off-sight location.  Call around to all the hotels and banquet facilities to see 
what kind of a deal they are willing to make for you.  It is best if you choose a central location that is easy to 
find.  Some vets take off work just long enough to come to the seminar and have to get back to the office.  Ease 
of location is helpful.  It might be good to keep in mind when you are planning that a lot of vets have 
Wednesday’s off. 
 
Continuing Education Credit: 
In order to get Continuing Education (CE) credits for a seminar you have to turn in an outline for the seminar to 
the State Board of Veterinary Medicine for approval.  The vet that is giving the seminar will provide the outline.  
The state gives one credit for each hour of a seminar if they approve it as continuing education.  Vets have to 
have a set amount of CE Credits each year or two, so getting the credit is important to some people. 
 
The State Board of Veterinary Medicine meets every other month, so the approval process takes time.  I would 
suggest that you send in your request for approval as soon as you have the detailed outline of the course.  They 
will put it on their schedule to discuss at their next meeting.  A couple of weeks after their meeting they will 
notify you if your seminar has been approved or not. 
 
You can find the address for the State Board of Veterinary Medicine just by doing an internet search and be sure 
to include the state that the seminar will be given in. 
 
Finding Sponsors for the Seminar: 
Sometimes you can get veterinary medical companies, dog food companies, dog toy companies etc. to help with 
the expense of putting on a medical seminar if you let them do some simple advertising at the seminar.  You can 
contact the local area reps from the medical companies to see if there is any interest.  I sent out 30- 40 letters, 
with the information about the seminar and the outline.  I did a follow-up letter to each company and a follow-
up email to each company.  I think this is something that you need to start working on as soon as you plan your 
seminar.  It might also be better to have the CE credit approval to get sponsorships.  Companies only have so 
many dollars to spend on sponsorships each year, so getting your request in early might be very helpful. 
 
Collecting a Mailing List of Veterinary Clinics: 
For a nominal fee, you can buy a mailing list of the area vets from the State Veterinary Medical Association.  In 
the Denver area we also have the Denver Area Veterinary Medical Society.  They will sell you a list for mailing 
the seminar notice to, however this will require printing and postage.  Including vet techs is a good idea as well. 
 
Since we were trying to do this in the least expensive way, two people scoured the internet to come up with a 
list of the area vet clinics, which included their mailing address and their fax numbers.  Since I could send faxes 
for free with my home phone line, it was a good way for us to do that at no cost.  We also went through the 
yellow pages phone book and called vet clinics to find out their fax numbers. 
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Advertising the Seminar: 
For the first seminar in Denver, I faxed the information to 350 area vet clinics.  I actually faxed it at least twice 
to each vet office, and three times to the vets that our club members use. I faxed everyone I could and then 
waited a couple of weeks and sent a second fax.  I faxed the notices one by one.  At the end of the faxing, I 
found out that you can buy a fax machine at Office Max for about $50- $60 that will fax to multiple numbers at 
the same time.  That would be a huge time savings and well worth the investment. 
 
I mailed about 40 notices to clinics that I couldn’t find their fax number.  I also send out about 50 e-mails as 
well.  I faxed 4 pages to each clinic.   

1.  Information about location and time for seminar, and number to call for more information, if you are      
     offering lunch be sure to include that information along with the cost. 
2.  Outline of the seminar 
3.  Registration form (needs to include name and clinic with address etc.) 
4.  I had a cover sheet asking that they please show this notice to all vets in the office. 

 
Acknowledgement of Seminar Registration: 
You need to send a notice to each vet that signs up for the seminar to acknowledge that their registration has 
been received and accepted.  In the acknowledgement, you should restate the date, time and location of the 
seminar. 
 

Preparing for the Seminar: 
Notes:  Detailed notes of what is covered in the seminar need to be made for each vet in attendance.  The 
attendees write on these note pages any extra information that they want to remember or to clarify what is in the 
notes.  We had a two hour seminar in Denver and there were approximately 100 pages of notes.  We copied all 
the notes, hole punched them and put them in a notebook for each attendee.  Shop around to compare printing 
costs.  The cheapest printing we could find was 5¢ a page.at UPS. 
 
Name Tags:  It would be nice to have name tags for all the attendees. 
 
Attendence Certificates:  The attendees need a certificate provided by you showing that they attended the 
seminar.  They turn these in to the State Board of Veterinary Medicine to get their CE credits.  These need to be 
signed by the sponsor of the seminar. 
 
List of Attendees:  You need to prepare a list of everyone that signed up to attend the seminar.  Mark those that 
do not show up. 
 
Lunch:  If you are offering lunch, you should decide on the menu when you make arrangements for the seminar 
room.  At least a week before the seminar you should give the hotel etc. the final count of lunches needed. 
 

Equipment Needed for Seminar: 
Generally the vet giving the seminar will have a Power Point Program. Usually the vet giving the seminar will 
bring their own laptop to use.  The programs usually require  the use of a digital projector and a video screen.  
The CSPCA owns both of these things.  If for some reason the CSPCA equipment is not available, check with 
the hotel to see what they charge for the use of their equipment.  Often it is more than a local video equipment 
rental place will charge.  Call all the rental places you can to get their prices.  Often you can take the lowest 
price quote to the hotel and they will meet that price. 
 

There is a charge by a hotel or banquet facility for all equipment.  Microphones are also included as 
something that is charged for using.  Find out what those charges are up front so there are no surprises later 
on.  A wireless microphone is a good idea for anyone giving a seminar.  It is just pinned on the speaker’s 
clothing allowing the speaker to walk all around the room freely without wires etc.  The CSPCA does not have 
this kind of microphone and the charge for this is worth it, especially if you are recording the seminar.  I would 
let the hotel know at least a week in advance if you are going to need any of their equipment. 
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All hotels have a staff member that is trained in all audio/video equipment use.  When you rent equipment from 
the hotel they will provide you with someone to show you how to use the equipment and will be readily 
available if there is any problem in using the equipment.  Hotels schedule those people to be on site anytime the 
hotel equipment is being used.  If the hotel will meet the lowest price that you can get for equipment rental, then 
it is best to use the hotel equipment. 
 
Day of the Event: 
Get there early and check to be sure that the video equipment is set up.  Set up a check-in station near the door 
so vets can check in and get their notebooks.  Check their name off the list as they come in. 
 
Sample Advertising Flier: 

Medical Seminar- 
The Chinese Shar-Pei for Veterinarians 

Presented by Dr. Jeff Vidt, DVM 
 
Co-Sponsors of a breed specific medical seminar covering specific health issues occurring in the Chinese Shar-Pei.   
     

Date:  Wednesday- September 30, 2009 
Location:  Four Points By Sheraton Denver South East 

      6363 E. Hampton Avenue, Denver, CO 80222  (I-25 & Hampden Ave.) 
      Rocky Mountain Ballroom 

Time:     12 Noon 
Speaker:  Dr. Jeff Vidt, DVM 

 
Do you want to know the best way to diagnose and treat allergies, skin problems, Familial Shar-Pei Fever, eye problems 
and any other health problem in the breed?  Dr. Vidt is recognized nationally and internationally as a leading authority in 
the treatment of medical issues in the Chinese Shar-Pei.  He has dedicated much of his adult life in educating owners and 
veterinarians about the breed.  He maintains a website devoted specifically to the breed (www.drjwv.com) and also 
publishes a newsletter about health issues in the breed.  Some of the issues that he will cover are:  Tight Lip Syndrome, 
Hyaluronosis, Familial Shar-Pei Fever (FSF) and it’s complications,  Musculoskeletal Diseases, Ophthalmic Conditions, 
Gastrointestinal Problems, Neoplasia, Behavioral Issues, skin issues,  Pneumonia, and IgA Deficiency. 
 
Dr. Vidt graduated from the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine in 1980. His chief interests are internal 
medicine, dermatology and kidney diseases. He developed a special interest in the Chinese Shar-Pei breed after 
purchasing his first Shar-Pei, "Shami" in 1983.   He is the Chairman of the Health Through Education Committee for the 
Chinese Shar-Pei Club of America and the Obedience Advisor. He is also assistant Director of Training for the Lyons 
Township Dog Training Club, an all-breed AKC obedience club.  Jeff currently resides in the Chicago suburb of 
Westmont, Illinois. 
 
Jeff is a member of the American Animal Hospital Association, the Association of Avian Practitioners, the American 
Heartworm Society, the Chicago Veterinary Medical Association, the Illinois State Veterinary Association and the 
American Veterinary Medical Association. 
 
Lunch will be provided at this free seminar.  There is limited space, so please make your reservations early.  This seminar 
will cover very specific health issues that are unique to the Chinese Shar-Pei, with very specific doses etc for treatment.  It 
will be an open forum with questions and answers on each topic as they are presented.  Come prepared to learn.  We 
estimate that it will be about a 2 hour seminar.  Attendance will enable you to give better medical treatment to your Shar-
Pei clients. 
 
Please see the Centennial Chinese Shar-Pei Club’s website for any updated information about the seminar.  If 
More space opens up a notice will be posted on that site.  www.centennialsharpeiclub.org On the home page, click on 
Nationals 2009.  When you get to that page, click on “Veterinary Seminar”.  You will find the most up-to-date 
information there.  There is an outline of the seminar posted there as well. 
 

Registration Deadline is September 11. 
 

http://www.drjwv.com/
http://www.centennialsharpeiclub.org/
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Sample Registration Form: 

The Chinese Shar-Pei for Veterinarians 
Presented by Dr. Jeff Vidt, DVM 

 
REGISTRATION FORM 

 
Due to the limited amount of space at this time, we are limiting each clinic to one vet and one vet tech. The 
veterinarians and vet techs must be licensed or certified to attend, due to the limited space. At this time we have 
a limit of 100 attendees.  For those that are not in the 1st 100 signing up, you will be given an option to attend 
the seminar only. We are applying to get this seminar approved for Continuing Education credits.  Notices will 
be posted to the Centennial Chinese Shar-Pei Website: www.centennialsharpeiclub.org  with any updated 
information.  Just click on Nationals 2009 in the middle of the page. 
 

Registration Deadline is September 11. 
 
 
Vet and Clinic names will be listed on the Centennial Chinese Shar-Pei Club’s list of approved vets. Your 
information will be listed as having attended this course.   The list may also be posted to the Centennial club’s 
website with the names of any vet or clinic that is represented at the seminar.  For Veterinarians: Please initial 
to grant permission for your name and/or your clinics name to be listed___________________  
 
Please fill out this form and send to:  Alice Fix, 1668 S. Kingston St.,  Aurora, CO  80012  alleydoll5@aol.com   

Fax:  303-873-2815 
 
You will get an acknowledgement that your reservation was received and accepted.     
  
I am registering as a _____ Licensed Veterinarian   _____ Certified Vet Technician 
 
I would prefer attending (check one) Seminar only__________  Seminar and Lunch _________ 
 
Name:__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip:__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone:________________________________ E-Mail:___________________________________________ 
 

Name of Clinic 
Representing:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Clinic Address:___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip:__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone:__________________________________________  Fax:___________________________________ 
 
Clinic E-mail address:_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

If there is any particular subject that you would like to see covered, please make a notation below or on back. 
 

http://www.centennialsharpeiclub.org/
mailto:alleydoll5@aol.com


The Chinese Shar‐Pei Club of America, Inc. and the Centennial Chinese Shar‐Pei Club hosted a veterinary 
seminar September 30, 2009 at the Chinese Shar‐Pei Club of America National Specialty held in Denver, 
Colorado.  The seminar was presented by Dr. Jeff Vidt a small animal practitioner from Westmont, 
Illinois who is the chairman of the CSPCA Health Committee.   It was a free 2 ½ hour presentation 
focused on the history of the Chinese Shar‐Pei and medical conditions specific to the breed.  Topics 
included Tight Lip Syndrome, Familial Shar‐Fever (FSF) and its complications, eye problems such as 
entropion and glaucoma, cancer, behavioral issues, hyaluronosis, and others.  Ten veterinarians as well 
as several other guests attended the seminar which included a lunch, continuing education credits for 
the veterinarians and a 100 page notebook of seminar notes.  There was plenty of time for discussion 
and answering questions.  The next afternoon, October 1,  Dr. Vidt presented a seminar to the CSPCA 
membership which was attended by about 50 members entitled “Shar‐Pei First Aid and Emergency 
Medicine”.   Later that evening Dr. Vidt presented his last seminar  to the Bel‐Rea Veterinary Technician 
Training School in Denver to about students and staff again covering  the unique medical conditions, 
behaviors and restraint/handling techniques concerning the Chinese Shar‐Pei. 

Some things that local breed clubs might want to consider if they decide to sponsor a veterinary seminar 
are: 

1.  Is your club going to host just a lecture seminar or is there going to be a meal provided?  If a 
meal is provided does the club want to cover the cost or is there going to be a charge to the 
attendees?  Usually if you are buying meals there is no charge for the seminar room. 

2. Choosing a location is very important.  The show site may make a great location for a seminar.  
Sometimes the cost may make on off‐site location more reasonable.  Ease of location is 
important as many vets take off work long enough to come to the seminar and then go back to 
their office.  Also many vets have Wednesday’s off. 

3. Veterinarians are more likely to attend seminars if continuing education (CE) credit is given.    
They are required to have a certain number of CE hours per year to renew their license to 
practice.  Approval for continuing education credit is given by the State Board of Veterinary 
Medicine.  An outline of the seminar topic needs to be submitted to the Board early (several 
months ahead of the seminar) and usually is provided by the veterinarian conducting the 
seminar.  Many Boards meet every other month.  You can find the address for the State Board of 
Veterinary Medicine on the Internet for the state the seminar will be held in. 

4. Some veterinary medical suppliers, dog food companies, dog product suppliers, etc. are willing 
to help to sponsor veterinary seminars and conferences if they are allowed to do some 
advertising at the event.  Local area reps can be contacted for information.  The earlier these 
companies are contacted the more likely they are to have money available to help. 

5. It is important to buy a mailing list of veterinarians in the seminar area.  This can be purchased 
from the State Veterinary Medical Association.  There also may be area veterinary medical 
associations as well.  Invitations can then be sent to each veterinarian and/or veterinary clinic or 
hospital.  RSVPs should be recorded to help plan the number of meals needed or number of 
copies of seminar notes needed.  It is important to send a notice to each vet that signs up for 
the seminar to acknowledge that their registration has been received and accepted. 



6. The seminar should be advertised in local veterinary association newsletters, veterinary offices, 
shelters, humane societies, etc. 

7. Preparation for the seminar includes making copies of seminar notes for each registrant, name 
tags, attendance certificates, list of attendees and arranging the lunch or snacks. 

8. Be sure to have any equipment needed for the seminar ready to go.  Most presenters use Power 
Point and a digital projector and video screen is a must.  These can also be rented from the show 
site or local video rental stores.  A microphone and podium should also be available. 

9. Be sure to have an appropriate number of workers available the day of the seminar to ensure 
that all runs smoothly with check‐in, setting up and welcoming the attendees. 

I believe club‐sponsored seminars presented by veterinarians is a great way for a local or national club 
to disseminate breed health information to veterinarians, technicians and club members.  It is well 
worth the effort to network the veterinary medical community with the pure‐bred dog fanciers to help 
improve the health of our dogs. 
 
Jeff Vidt, DVM 
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